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INTRODUCTION
As the national trend of urbanization continues, 
so does the increasing need of affordable hous-
ing. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, over 
20% of Americans spend more than 50% of their 
income on housing. In efforts to curtail increas-
ing housing shortages many cities have munici-
pal programs that actively promote the develop-
ment of accessory dwelling units (ADUs): small 
detached homes built on existing single-family 
properties, commonly called secondary apart-
ments, in-law flats, or Alley Flats. ADUs provide 
urban infill housing that not only increases density 
within existing infrastructure and mitigates urban 
sprawl, but also has the unique ability to preserve 
the character of existing neighborhoods. This al-
lows gentrifying neighborhoods to maintain diver-
sity, and also provides a way to increase diversity 

Benefits of Accessory Dwelling Units
ADUs are beneficial to cities as a more effective 
and economically appropriate use of existing in-
frastructure. And offer a quick and affordable 
solution to increasing housing stock. For home-
owners, the allow for the option of housing fam-
ily members, or the ability to supplement income 

SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL, AND ECONOMIC 
BENEFITS OF ADUS:

Neighborhood stabilization. ADUs integrate 
with the character of existing neighborhoods and 
the income they provide can help to stem the tide 
of displacement.

Mitigating sprawl. Infill housing strategies such 
as these reduce vehicle pollution and congestion, 
preserve rural land, and make use of existing city 
infrastructure.

Social capital. ADUs can foster mutually benefi-
cial arrangements such as help with home main-
tenance, child or adult care, shopping, transpor-
tation, eyes on the street for crime prevention, 
wellness checks for disabled or ill residents, and 
social interaction. They also provide a rare oppor-
tunity to smoothly integrate low-income residents 
into single-family environments.

Income. By providing rental income, homeown-
ers who might otherwise lose their homes can 
retain them, and those in less dire financial straits 
can garner funds for home maintenance, im-
provement and taxes. ADUs are also a relatively 
painless method for mixing incomes.

Improved alleys. Many ADUs are built on alleys, 
improving these unique spaces and making them 
cleaner, safer, and more usable.

in areas that may benefit from a more balanced 
socioeconomic mix. Diversifying neighborhoods 
has the catalytic potential to set widespread ben-
efits in motion extending beyond those in immedi-
ate need of affordable housing. Growing cities not 
currently experiencing housing shortages would 
benefit from the early adoption of strategies, such 
as incentivizing ADU development, that encour-
age efficient and economic growth. ADU develop-
ment is just one of the many innovative strategies 
needed in closing the affordable housing gap, 
playing an integral role for a time sensitive solu-
tion.



Austin Community Design and Development
The Austin Community Design and Development 
Center (ACDDC) is assuming a leadership role in 
Austin for realizing ADU potential and overcom-
ing barriers. They are a non-profit committed to 
providing sustainable design, planning and devel-
opment services to low- and moderate- income 
individuals, families and neighborhoods. In col-
laboration with the Guadalupe Neighborhood De-
velopment Corporation and the University of Tex-
as Center for Sustainable Development, ACDDC 
has managed the development of three ADUs, 
through the award-winning Alley Flat Initiative. 

The City of Austin is in the process of rewriting the 
Land Development Code, which includes a re-as-
sessment of the regulatory barriers to ADU devel-
opment, including units up to 850 square feet. All 
single-family properties greater than 7,000 square 
feet are eligible for accessory dwelling unit devel-
opment, as well as properties greater than 5,750 
square feet in neighborhoods that have adopted 
the Secondary Apartment Special Use Infill Tool.

Austin is currently one of the fastest growing cit-
ies in the country, and is ranked second by the 
Brookings Institute for rate of growth of suburban 
poverty. Increased home values compounded by 
a rise in property taxes are rapidly displacing long 
time homeowners. A 2014 housing market study 
showed a gap of 48,000 units of affordable hous-

tenants earning less than 80% of the area median 
income.

For many cities ADUs are an exception to the 
code, which means that the option to build at all 
may be easily overlooked. Cities have shown 
success with updating codes to encourage ADU 
development by lifting regulatory barriers. Seattle 
and Santa Cruz have both implemented good ex-
amples of successful infill housing programs that 
not only waive prohibitive code restrictions, but 
also actively encourage and incentivize.  

Few individual homeowners have the financial 
means to develop on their own and non-profit af-
fordable housing providers lack sufficient subsi-
dies to build. This puts the cost of construction at 
the forefront of ADU development considerations. 

Austin Community Design and Development Center
ACDDC

Design Matters

Typical Site Plan
Standard East Austin Lot (50’X 140’ - 7,000 SF)

through rent. The demographics of household 
sizes are changing, ADUs can help provide the 
wider range of options that more appropriately ful-
fills resident needs. This in turn creates availabil-
ity for larger family homes that may otherwise be 
occupied by an individual who resides there due 
to limited alternatives.

Barriers to ADU development 
There are many financial and regulatory barriers 
that restrict the development of ADUs. The red 
tape alone can be enough of a deterrent to inter-
ested homeowners and developers. One of the 
main issues is the shear amount of time and ef-
fort it takes to traverse through local city codes. 
Permitting restrictions have led to a higher per-
centage of illegally built ADUs, inhibiting potential 
benefits. This assumed risk taken on by home-
owners may adversely affect anticipated results. 
Barnstable, MA offers a good example of an am-
nesty program allowing compliance for existing il-
legal ADUs upon agreement to rent to low-income 

Figure 1: Typical ADU site plan for a standard 
east Austin lot (50’x140’ - 7,000 SF). Source: 
ACDDC



ing in Austin for those with incomes of $25,000, 
this is an increase of 12,000 units since 2009. 
From 2004 to 2014, the average home value in 
Austin rose by almost 50% but median family in-
come remained virtually the same (NAHB Hous-
ing Opportunity Index, Austin MSA, 2000-2013). 
Median rental rates have risen 49% over the 
same time period.

There are over 42,000 single-family lots with the 
potential for ADU development. This could provide 
much-needed income for the longtime homeown-
ers who are now getting pushed out of the city, 
while also providing new affordable housing units 
that double the density of existing single family 
properties.

In order to address the ADU financing problem, 
ACDDC has been working on another venture 
called YardHomes Austin which proposes to lease 
a portion of a homeowner’s back yard (through a 
ground lease) and allow a separate development 
entity to develop, own and manage an Accessory 
Dwelling Unit for 30 – 40 years, after which the unit 
would convey to the owner.  In the meantime, the 
owner will receive monthly rent from the ground 
lease and a property tax pass through for that por-
tion of the land that has been leased.  Thus Yard-
Homes Austin will allow “land rich but cash poor” 
property owners to monetize some of the value of 
their land while retaining ownership. YardHomes 
Austin seeks to assist long-term homeowners, 
and the goal is that 75% of all YardHomes devel-
oped either preserve the affordability of the ex-
isting home (by providing a hedge against rising 
property tax) or are rented at an affordable rate.  
Last year a team led by ACDDC achieved second 
place in a national affordable housing competition 
called ‘Lowering the Cost of Housing’ sponsored 
by Deutsche Bank, Enterprise Community Part-
ners and Syracuse University for the YardHomes 
ground lease concept, a very innovative approach 
to financing that could be easily replicated.

From this experience it is clear that ACDDC and 
the Alley Flat Initiative provide an innovative, 
workable path to increasing the affordable hous-
ing supply, and its approach could be applied to 
other cities throughout the country.

In summary, the need for affordable housing in 
Austin is great; the development of Alley Flats 
offers great potential toward meeting that need, 
but so far this potential has remained largely un-
realized. This analysis of innovative construction 
methods aims to allay barriers associated with 
ADU construction and provide developers like 
ACDDC with strategies to circumvent common 
constraints. 

Figure 2: Lydia Street Alley Flat           Source: ACDDC



BUILDING SYSTEMS
In addition to conventional stick frame site-built 
construction, the following building systems were 
investigated in detail: modular construction, pan-
elized construction, autoclaved aerated concrete 
block, and a DIY wood log system. In order to 
suggest the suggest the most energy and cost 
efficient building system and its potential for rep-
licability, the following data was collected for com-
parison: turnkey cost estimates, specifications, 
energy calculations, and design development 
drawings.

Though the main objective is identifying the most 
cost effective strategy for the design and imple-
mentation of ADUs, this doesn’t mean building the 
cheapest house possible. Materials were chosen 
with attention to occupant health, environmental 

impact and thermal performance, and not neces-
sarily by their price point. An increased initial cost 
that lowers living expenses for low-income occu-
pants is a particularly relevant consideration. As 
with any affordable housing project the primary 
concern is keeping construction costs low, but this 
must be weighed with the benefit of lifetime sav-
ings, environmental impacts, and quality of living.

In order to lower costs and increase efficacy for 
the wide variation of site conditions in the back 
of single-family lots, an ADU delivery system is 
needed that optimizes flexibility and reduces cus-
tomization. Prefabricated construction methods 
are of great interest due to their efficiency and 
versatility, but limitations of availability from the 
construction industry hinders their potential for 
widespread application. Site access is another 
important consideration impacting utilization, as 
size constraints can be prohibitive for mechanical 
equipment needed with some construction meth-
ods. This promotes investigation into a low-tech 
building system with smaller components that can 
be easily maneuvered in tight spaces.

ACDDC’s AF2.0 design has been adapted for 
comparison of the following building systems: (1) 
EZ Log, (2) Hebel AAC, (3) Steko, and (4) Con-
ventional light-frame wood construction.

Figure 3: AF2.0 modular floor plan   Source: ACDDC



1 | EZ LOG

EZ Log is a DIY wood log system made of kiln 
dried Baltic Spruce. The logs are milled with 
tongue-and-groove joints and interlocking cor-
ners, which can be assembled without the use of 
skilled or specialized labor. EZ Log’s kits are mar-
keted worldwide and primarily consist of struc-
tures like sheds and cabins, which means that 
meeting residential building code is the main chal-
lenge with this system. Their kits typically consist 
of all interior and exterior walls and doors, roof 
boards, flooring and trim, but no finished roof or 
insulation. The Baltic Spruce flooring often pro-
vided with their kits is not durable enough for daily 
use, so instead we opted to go with sealed con-
crete. This was a choice made across the board 
for each system, in order to provide a more direct 
comparison between them. For this reason, and 

1.1 Design and Installation 
The EZ Log kit can be assembled in less than a 
day, this is a time estimate for the structure itself, 
but is slightly increased with the addition of insu-
lation. When the concrete foundation is ready, a 
treated base plate that can be supplied with the 
kit is anchored to the concrete before installing 
the logs in order to avoid moisture on the bot-
tom logs. If a timber sub-floor is used, then no 
base plate is needed. The most complicated part 
of this system is figuring out the best way to add 
insulation. Studs or furring strips can be attached 
with adjustable brackets that allow for movement 
from the inevitable shrinkage caused by the con-
tinuously decreasing moisture content of the logs. 
This solution proved to be too costly and mate-
rially inefficient to make this system feasible. 
Through the recommendation of Jerry Fryer, an 
EZ Log distributor in Austin, we chose to instead 
screw each log down during installation and then 
attach a rigid insulation to the exterior. The insu-
lation was specifically chosen for its thickness, 
which is the same depth as the horns, allowing 
for an easier installation of exterior siding. For cli-
mates that require insulation on the interior side 
of the wall assembly, the Baltic Spruce logs can 
also be sealed and exposed to the outside as the 
exterior finish.   

in preference of more affordable and energy ef-
ficient options, we also chose not to include the 
windows and exterior doors in our kit. One of the 
primary benefits of this system, aside from its DIY 
potential, is the ability to expose the wood logs 
either to the interior or exterior, eliminating the 
need for gypsum boards or exterior cladding. This 
of course is more of a climatic consideration than 
an aesthetic one, for Austin’s hot and humid cli-
mate we have located the insulation and weather 
barrier to the exterior. As you can see in the plan 
detail, each log overlaps at the corner for struc-
tural purposes, these are called horns, which can 
either be concealed or exposed depending on ex-
terior cladding and desired aesthetics. For exter-
nally applied insulation this created a set cavity 
space we found convenient for fitting insulation. 
The choice of insulation was based on R-value for 
the specified size that could fit within this space. 

Figure 4: EZ Log AF2.0 roof section



ADDITIONAL NOTES ON INSTALLATION:

• Take care to seal unfinished wood equally 
on both sides to prevent one side from ab-
sorbing more moisture than the other. 

• Some cladding manufacturers limit warran-
ties for installing their products over insulation 
that exceeds a certain thickness. 

• Layering rigid insulation with staggered 
seams that are horizontally and vertically 
offset provides better thermal performance 
than one equally thick layer, even though the 
stated R-value will be the same. Keep in mind 
that this will likely result in an increased labor 
cost.

• Fasteners are expensive; this additional 
cost of rigid insulation should not be over-
looked when comparing product prices. A 
thinner seemingly more expensive product 
may be more cost effective by eliminating the 
need for expensive fasteners.  

Another consideration when designing with this 
system is the lack of cavity space for plumbing 
or electrical work. Small openings can be made 
in the logs to allow for electrical wiring while still 
remaining structurally sound. Alternatively, run-
ning wires through exposed conduit on the inte-
rior is another common solution. Typically the roof 
boards are placed on top of the purlins, which lim-

Figure 5: EZ Log AF2.0 exterior wall section 

Figure 6: EZ Log AF2.0 exterior wall plan detail

Figure 7: EZ Log AF2.0 interior furred out wet wall detail

its insulation options. We chose to attach the EZ 
Log tongue-and-grove roof boards to the under-
side of the purlins, allowing us to use the space 
for wiring fans and lighting without the need of 
conduits, while still leaving the Baltic Spruce fin-
ish exposed on the interior. The purlins included 
in these kits are usually 6-1/2”, but deeper pur-
lins can be requested in order to achieve a suffi-
cient R-value with cavity insulation that affordably 
meets code requirements. For the purposes of 
this report we chose to price out spray foam insu-
lation across the board, which once again helps 
with a more direct comparison between each sys-
tem. As for the plumbing, furring out the wall be-
tween the bathroom and kitchen with 2x4 studs 
allows for enough room to run pipes through. This 
means that an efficient design with only one wet 
wall should be a high priority with this system. 



Figure 8: EZ Log AF2.0 and B10 Benchmark electricity usage breakdown. 

Misc.	   Vent	  Fan	   Lg.	  Appl.	  	   Lights	  	  
HVAC	  
Fan/

Pump	  	  
Cooling	  	   Hea:ng	  	   Hot	  

Water	  	  

B10	  Benchmark	   2778	   98	   1958	   879	   489	   1451	   504	   2160	  

EZ	  Log	   1761.43	   96.72	   1521.1	   668.23	   8.79	   735.64	   395.66	   735.64	  
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1.2 Energy Analysis
According the energy modeling estimates, EZ 
Log’s annual consumption of electricity is 5,923 
kWh/yr. It performs well below standard construc-
tion of this design, noted as the B10 Benchmark , 
which is estimated at 10,317 kW/yr. EZ Log is con-
sidered a mass wall by the IRC, which has lower 
R-value requirements due to inherently more effi-
cient thermal properties. In order to meet the 2012 
IRC requirement of R-38 for the roof assembly we 
requested purlins with a 9-1/2” depth, which al-
lowed for a thicker layer of insulation.   Depending 
on the energy efficiency goals of the project, addi-
tional rigid insulation on both the roof and wall as-
semblies would greatly increase performance. It 
should be noted that layering rigid insulation with 
staggered seams that are horizontally and verti-
cally offset performs better than one equally thick 
layer, even though the stated R-value will be the 
same.

Figure 9: EZ Log AF2.0 annual electricity 
usage compared to B10 Benchmark. 
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1.3 Cost Estimates 
The total turnkey cost estimate for the AF2.0 de-
sign is just over $109,000; this includes the cost 
of semi-professional labor, but taking advantage 
of the DIY option with this system reduces esti-
mates to $102,000. This system would be even 
more cost competitive if it weren’t for the cost of 
transport included in the kit price. Unfortunately, 
being shipped from Estonia subtracts some the 
cost benefits of this system. In addition to DIY 
labor potential, one of the largest cost savings 
comes from eliminating the need for drywall in-
stallation. The design decision for tongue-and-
grove cladding over the furred out wet wall was 
made with this in mind. Even though drywall is 
often considered a more cost effective option, this 

1.4 Summary
One of the major draws of this system is its ease 
of assembly and DIY potential. This is not only 
beneficial for the costs savings, but also for the 
opportunity to engage and strengthen a commu-
nity through volunteer labor. It could also help to 
foster a sense of pride and ownership for future 
residents, a value that cannot be measured mon-
etarily. 

Baltic Spruce wood logs are certified by the For-
est Stewardship Council (FSC), but even so this 
may not be an environmentally ideal choice con-
sidering the long distance of shipping from Esto-
nia. This varies by location, in the case of Aus-
tin, the kit only has to travel a short distance by 
land from a shipping port in Houston, Texas, and 
therefore may have a lesser environmental im-
pact than landlocked destinations. 

is not necessarily true when only dealing with one 
small wall. The EZ Log windows turned out to not 
be energy efficient enough to be considered cost 
effective for our purposes, but a quality of living 
argument could be made for their premium win-
dows that may lead some to a different conclu-
sion.

$1
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EZ LOG

Figure 10: EZ Log AF2.0 total construction 
cost estimate

Figure 11: EZ Log AF2.0 construction cost estimate breakdown



2 | HEBEL AAC
Autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) is a mixture 
of fine, tightly bound quartz sand, that boasts 
lightweight, high strength, and natural insulating 
properties. Hebel offers structural building com-
ponents in the form of both blocks and panels. 
AAC was developed in Sweden as an alternative 
to wood construction, and is used extensively 
throughout Europe. Although it is not a new tech-
nology, it has only recently become widely acces-
sible in the United States. 

2.1 Design and Assembly 
The largest difference between Hebel’s block and 
panel systems is in the installation process; pan-
els have a shorter assembly time, but require the 
use of a crane. The block units are assembled in 
a comparable manner to concrete masonry units 
(CMUs), but it should be noted that although the 
installation process is very similar it is not the 
same. AAC blocks require more precision than is 
typical with CMUs, with an even and consistent 
application of mortar, and therefore do require a 
small learning curve even for those competent in 
CMU construction. 

        ADVANTAGES OF AAC:

• LIGHTWEIGHT

• DURABLE

• HIGH STRUCTURAL CAPACITY

• NATURALLY FIRE RESISTANT

• FAST INSTALLATION

• LOW WASTE

• INSULATION PROPERTIES

• SOUND ATTENUATION 

Figure 13: Hebel Block AF2.0 roof section

A large grain leveling bed of mortar (3/8” - 1” thick) 
is used between the foundation and first course 
of blocks, and then the thin-bed mortar (1/16” - 
1/8”) is used between each successive course 
and joint. Control joints between (3/8” - 1/2”) are 
spaced at 3 times the height of the wall, typically 
with a maximum of 24’ on center, and metal ties 
are located every two courses, at the connections. 

For the panels, only a thin-bed layer of mortar 
is needed underneath them. Each joint between 
panels will either also have a layer of thin bed 
mortar, or where vertical reinforcement is needed, 
a grout cell to place rebar and fill with fine grout 
mortar. The panels and blocks both come in a va-
riety of sizes, but if need be they are also fairly 
easy to cut with a circular saw on site. 

Figure 12: Hebel Panel (left) and Block (right) AF2.0 exterior 
wall plan details



Misc.	   Vent	  Fan	   Lg.	  Appl.	  	   Lights	  	   HVAC	  Fan/
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Hebel	  Block	   1761.43	   96.72	   1521.1	   668.23	   8.79	   738.57	   342.91	   738.57	  

Hebel	  Panel	   1761.43	   96.72	   1521.1	   668.23	   8.79	   756.15	   398.59	   735.64	  
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2.2 Energy Analysis 
Hebel AAC is defined in the IECC as a mass wall, 
which means because of the lower thermal con-
ductance and higher heat capacity it provides bet-

Figure 16: Hebel AF2.0 and B10 Benchmark electricity usage breakdown. 

Figure 15: Hebel AF2.0 annual electricity 
usage compared to the B10 Benchmark. 

ter thermal performance than standard light-frame 
wood construction and therefore are only required 
to have an R-value of R-5 (climate zone 3) ac-
cording to the 2012 IECC. Hebel’s AAC greatly 
surpasses this at R-30, which makes the use of 
additional insulation unnecessary. Another benefit 
of AAC it that it has the same thermal conductance 
in all directions, and therefore reduces the effects 
of thermal bridging. Both the block and panel sys-
tems perform better than the B10 benchmark, and 
even though they have different thicknesses, they 
perform very similarly to each other. 

Due to the naturally high insulating properties of 
AAC, no additional insulation is needed in the 
wall assembly. This means the walls can simply 
be finished with a single layer of paint or stucco, 
left exposed, or if a different aesthetic is desired, 
than attaching drywall or exterior cladding is also 
an option. Doors and windows can be directly in-
stalled to the AAC, or if needed, buck strips made 
of pressure treated wood can be attached with 3” 
deck screws.

Figure 14: Hebel Panel AF2.0 exterior wall section 
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2.4 Summary 
The similarity in size and construction of Hebel’s 
AAC block system and conventional concrete 
masonry units (CMUs) provides on of its major 
advantages, as this is an already widely familiar 
installation process. The panel system boasts a 
shorter installation time, but this may not prove to 
be true for laborers inexperienced in the installa-
tion of this system. This learning curve is a com-
mon concern for contractors/builders and a large 
part of why new construction systems are met 
with such hesitation. (Although, panelized sys-
tems are becoming increasingly more common, 
and Hebel’s assembly process eases this curve 
as much as possible.)

Although Hebel does not currently seem to be the 
most cost effective or efficient system for small 
scale residential uses like accessory dwelling 
units, it does have many attributes that may be 
better suited for multifamily housing or commer-
cial projects. 

The block system is less expensive than their 
panel option, but the main deterrent for ADU con-

Figure 18: Hebel AF2.0 construction cost estimate breakdown

2.3 Cost Estimates 
Due to the mechanical equipment requirements of 
the panels they cost $0.75 per square foot more 
for labor than the block system. The material cost 
alone is more expensive as well. The AAC block is 
comparable in price to that of CMUs, with poten-
tially lower labor costs due to their lighter weight 
and therefore faster installation. 
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Figure 17: Hebel AF2.0 construction cost 
estimates

struction is the use of cranes for installation. Site 
accessibility can be difficult for infill development, 
and the requirement of cranes reduces the num-
ber of potential lots for a replicable design and 
system. The panels do have a slightly shorter 
construction time, but this may be offset by the 
learning curve since the process is less familiar 
than block construction.



3 | STEKO

Wood: Spruce or Fir 
Moisture content of wood: 12%
Adhesive: emission-free polyurethane
Module thickness: 160mm 
Weight per module: approx. 6.5 kg

Steko is a modular wood block system with small 
easy to maneuver components that can be as-
sembled by hand, eliciting comparison to a life-
sized LEGO® set. Steko blocks come in a range 
of sizes, providing more design flexibility than 
larger panelized options. 

The Steko system is also are product of Swiss en-
gineering, and even though only it was developed 
less than 10 years ago, it’s becoming increasingly 
popular throughout Europe. It is not yet widely 
available in the U.S., EcoHome International, lo-
cated in Massachusetts, is currently the only dis-
tributor. 

3.1 Design and Assembly 
The Steko system doesn’t require skilled labor 
or specialized tools for installation.  A threshold 
module is secured to the foundation that allows 
for the remaining modules to simply be stacked 
on top and push-fit together. Each row of blocks 
are staggered to form an interlocking pattern so 
as the joins do not overlap. The structure is as-
sembled first, leaving openings where the doors 
and windows are located. Once the wall is com-
plete, dows are inserted into the cavity  to secure 
them in place, and they are then filled with insula-
tion. A row of smaller modules is placed on top to 
cap the wall assembly. 

The modules are made out of solid wood that 
regulates transfer of temperature and moisture, 
and therefore do not require a moisture barrier or 
wood sealant to be applied. There are three dif-
ferent grades of wood available that allow for the 
timber finish to be exposed on either the interior 
or exterior façade, or both. A standard gypsum 
layer could be applied to the interior as well, and 
the exterior could be stuccoed or cladding could 
be attached with a rainscreen layer. 

Figure 19: Steko building blocks 
Source: Steko

Figure 20: Steko AF2.0 exterior wall section 



3.2 Energy Analysis
Steko’s energy simulation of the AF2.0 design 
estimates an annual consumption of 5,876 kWh/
yr for electricity usage. This system also proves 
to perform much more efficiently than standard 
code compliant structures, at almost half the B10 
Benchmark estimate of 10,317 kWh/yr. The same 
fiberglass batt insulation used for the light-frame 
wood simulation was used to fill the Steko wall 
cavities in order to create a comparison of the 
structure itself. Steko recommends cellulose in-
sulation, which although initially more expensive, 
does provide better thermal performance that will 
balance out with lifetime costs. A rigid insulation 
layer applied to the outside of the structure is also 
common with this system to further improve en-
ergy performance.  

3.3 Cost Estimates 
The Steko system is currently more expensive 
than conventional building methods in the U.S., 
but proves to be very cost competitive for ADU 
sized construction. As the square footage grows 
the gap between these systems will grow as well.  
Reduction is construction time and waste pro-
duced my provide enough benefit to offset the 
cost difference for some. The only thing holding 
this system back is availability, with increased fa-
miliarity and distributor locations, this system has 
the potential to challenge stick frame for the low 
cost title. 
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Figure 23: Steko AF2.0 total construction 
cost estimate

Figure 21: Steko AF2.0 and B10 Benchmark electricity usage breakdown. 

Figure 22: Steko AF2.0 annual electricity 
usage compared to the B10 Benchmark. 



3.4 Summary 
A panel system that doesn’t require machinery 
to lift is a huge plus when it comes to accessory 
dwelling units that often have accessibility issues 
due to the close proximity of existing homes. An-
other benefit of this system over one of the larger 
panelized options is its versatility, by not being 
limited to a strict grid, it is more adaptable to exist-
ing designs. When considering a replicable ADU 
design, Steko’s interior and exterior finish options 
add additional flexibility through allowing for indi-
vidual aesthetic preferences. Most homeowners 
want a certain level of customization with new 
construction; this is a common setback for imple-
menting replicable designs, but having more built 
in options could help curtail this. 

A prefabricated system also has the benefit of 
safer labor conditions, controlled environment, 
and therefore increased quality. The amount of 
time on-site is reduced and the speed of the over-
all construction process is increased. In addition 
to ease of assembly, the Steko system has the 
added benefit of disassembly as well. The entire 
structure can be disassembled and reused or re-
cycled, if need be.  
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Figure 24: Steko AF2.0 construction cost estimate breakdown



4 | LIGHT-FRAME WOOD
Conventional light-frame wood construction, 
commonly referred to as stick frame, has been 
the predominant building method in the United 
States since the 19th century. This is the method 
for which contractors are most familiar and there-
fore most comfortable implementing. Considering 
its prevalence, the main reason for its inclusion 
in this report is for comparison purposes, but this 
investigation also serves to inform on the perfor-
mance of conventional ADU assemblies. 

4.1 Design and Assembly
The AF2.0 wall assembly for light-frame wood 
consists of the traditional 2x4 members spaced 
at 16” on center. The cavity is filled with fiberglass 
batts and a 1” ZIP structural sheathing layer has 
been included for additional thermal performance 
instead of the more typical application of plywood. 
The wall surfaces conform to convention with 
gypsum drywall on the interior and fiber cement 
cladding on the exterior. 

This on site construction of the structure alone 
takes around 2-3 weeks to complete. This time 
line is conditional on the weather. Additionally, ex-
posure to the elements can result in a less reliable 
quality of craftsmanship and durability.

Figure 25: Stick-frame AF2.0 roof section

Figure 26: Stick-frame AF2.0 exterior wall section 
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Figure 27: Stick-frame AF2.0 and B10 Benchmark electricity usage breakdown. 
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Figure 28: Stick-frame AF2.0 annual electricity 
usage compared to the B10 Benchmark. 

4.2 Energy Analysis
The AF2.0 assembly out performs the B10 Bench-
mark due to improvements in insulation choices 
and energy efficient appliances and equipment. 
The 1” ZIP sheathing layer has an added R-val-
ue of R-3, and was included in order for AF2.0 to 
meet ACDDC’s energy efficiency goals.

4.3 Cost Estimates
Light-frame wood construction is economically 
hard to beat in the U.S. due to its overwhelming 
percentage of the market share. Considering it 
is the default building method, and ACDDC has 
already constructed Alley Flats out of light-frame 
wood, this estimate is of most value in its use for 
comparison to the other building systems. 

However, this cost estimate is a little higher than 
a conventionally built stick frame ADU would be, 
due to the priority for energy efficiency and oc-
cupant health. Products were chosen in order to 
reach a minimum 3 star rating in the Austin En-
ergy Green Building Program, a goal ACDDC has 
committed to achieving for all ADU development. 
A review of price and performance of the latest 
products assists with future implementation of this 
goal. 
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Figure 29: Stick-frame AF2.0 total 
construction cost estimate
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4.4 Summary
The on-site assembly process of 2x4 lumber 
takes considerably more construction time than 
the previously mentioned systems. The entire as-
sembly process takes place on site, which creates 
a much higher potential for weather to delay the 
construction process. Exposure to the elements 
can also degrade quality and durability, and has 
been shown to have higher safety risks for work-
ers. 

This system does however have sweat equity po-
tential (as shown through Habitat for Humanity’s 
program), but a more neophyte friendly system 
could increase volunteer turnout.  

Figure 30: Stick-frame AF2.0 construction cost estimate breakdown



COMPARISONS



AF2.0 ENERGY ANALYSIS
In anticipation of the Austin Climate Protection 
Plan’s directive for all new single-family homes 
to be net-zero energy capable by 2015, a repli-
cable AF2.0 design will need to produce as much 
energy as it consumes annually. This is possible 
for each AF2.0 case study using a standard 6 kW 
direct current system, which is estimated to gen-
erate 8,413 kW/h annually. Having a thermally 
efficient envelope avoids the requirement of ex-
pensive, top of the line photovoltaic systems, and 
is more conducive to the application of ADU de-
velopment. 

Each structure has a wide range of varying de-
sign options, choices for the foundation and roof-
ing assemblies were made for the best options 
that could be most similarly applied across the 
board. This allowed for a more direct compari-
son on how each wall assembly performs. Even 
though it would seem to make sense to choose 
the most efficient combination for each system 
and then compare, the issue is that we wouldn’t 
really know if it’s the structural system affecting 
the performance, or a specific insulation product, 
or the difference between a pier-and-beam and 
slab foundation. An energy and cost comparison 
for all the varied options of each individual system 
is beyond the scope of this report, but is a sug-
gestion for further analysis.

All 5 construction systems for the AF2.0 design 
outperform the B10 Benchmark. This benchmark 
is a reference structure based on the most com-
mon lighting and electrical loads from 2010, and 
is currently the standard for comparison. It repre-

EPW Location:
 USA_TX_AustinMueller.Muni.AP.722540_TMY3.epw

Terrain Suburban
Project Analysis Period 40 years

Inflation Rate 2.40%
Discount Rate (Real) 3%

Mortgage Period 30 years
Mortgage Interest Rate 4%

Marginal Income Tax Rate 28%
Material Cost Multiplier 1

Labor Cost Multiplier 1
PV Federal Tax Credit 30%

Electricity Rate Type State
Electricity Marginal Rate 0.1066204 [$/kWh]
Electricity Fixed Charge 8 [$/month]
Electricity Average Rate 0.1137 [$/kWh]

Electricity Source/Site Ratio 3.15
Electricity Carbon Factor 1.53 lb/kWh

Figure 32: BEopt energy simulation data

Figure 31: AF2.0 estimates for annual heating and 
cooling loads (MMBtu/yr)
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sents a typical code compliant simulation of the 
AF2.0 design as it would be built according to the 
2009 IRC; however, AF2.0 was updated to follow 
the newly released 2012 IRC, and there is not yet 
an updated energy modeling benchmark for ref-
erence. Decisions for each assembly were made 
with the intention of balancing energy efficiency 
with costs. Performance of each of these systems 
could easily be improved, but these measures are 
often prohibitively expensive for affordable ADU 
development. 

Figure 33: AF2.0 annual electricity usage 
comparison for each building system. 
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AF2.0 COST COMPARISONS
One of the main objectives of this report was to 
compare costs of construction for each building 
system in order to determine its feasibility for ADU 
development. These prices are meant for com-
parison purposes, and will of course vary by con-
tractor, location, and labor rates. Materials and 
assembly decisions were made in effort to bal-

ance energy-efficiency, costs, construction time, 
occupant health and quality of living. A concerted 
effort was made to source products and materials 
that support each one of these goals.

Cost estimates can vary greatly by contractor, but 
those who work with affordable housing providers 
are less likely to take advantage of the market, 
usually offering more stable rates. Fortunately 
for ACDDC this is true of local Austin contractor 
Shiloh Travis, of Truehome Design.Build. Travis 
graciously provided us with a Schedule of Values 
(SOVs) for each building system, offered advice 
on reducing costs, and helped troubleshoot de-
sign constraints. After multiple SOV iterations we 
were able to realize the most cost competitive 
strategy for each system.  

Site work, such as utility connections and flatwork 
are not included in the cost totals. Estimating is 
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Figure 34: AF2.0 Annualized Utility Bills ($/yr)

Figure 35: AF2.0 cost estimate comparison for each building system. 
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CONCLUSION
The demand for affordable housing greatly out-
weighs the need, this is visibly apparent in the 
growing numbers of our nation’s homeless lining 
the streets. Demographics are changing and the 
population is increasing, according to the U.S. 
Census Bureau there are projected to be anoth-
er 80 million residents to house by 2050. ADUs 
offer a more suitable option for changing occu-
pant needs, and as indicated by these numbers, 
they will eventually become a necessary strategy 
across the nation. The sooner municipalities re-
evaluate code restrictions on ADUs, lift prohibi-
tive regulatory barriers, and offer programs to 
encourage their development, the better they will 
fare. Setting a framework in place to guide future 
growth now will allow for a smoother transition. 

In order to keep up with the projected need of 
future housing, a complete reevaluation of the 
construction process is essential. As history can 
attest, there is a common tendency to apply new 
technologies to antiquated practices. The goal is 
not to merely improve upon current methods and 
operations; we must start back at the fundamen-
tal and examine alternatives from a revitalized 
vantage point. The construction industry is slow 
to change, but the increasing need for assem-
bly friendly, quick, low-cost, quality construction 
methods make this change inevitable. 

The aim of this report was to compare less wide-
spread, innovative construction systems with the 
conventional light-frame wood that accounts for 
the majority of American housing. Hebel, EZ Log, 
and Steko were all three developed in Europe, this 
was not the reason they were chosen, but in hind-
sight looking to other countries that are seemingly 
more adaptable to new technological innovations 
may help the U.S. building industry allay the fears 
of change. 

On site construction of light wood frame homes 
is not efficient in time, energy, materials, or labor; 
however, it is still the least expensive way to build.  
The other 4 systems are cost competitive and of-
fer enough advantages to be promising players 
in the future of American housing. The concepts 
behind these systems are much more conducive 
to ADU development and housing construction in 
general. Their performance is a positive indication 
of their eventual application, but until their promi-
nence evens out the financial playing field it will 
be difficult for affordable housing to progress past 
conventional, outmoded construction methods.
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Super Structure Assembly Time SavingsFigure 36: AF2.0 time savings comparison

ineffective due to a wide variability that is highly 
determinate on the site and service provider. 

Contractor overhead and profit markups is anoth-
er important consideration when dealing with un-
familiar construction methods. Travis offered the 
same 23% markup for each system as he would 
for conventional light wood frame, but this is of-
ten not the case for contractors who often raise 
the standard rate to offset potential learning curve 
setbacks.  

The structural comparisons of this report were fo-
cused on wall assemblies, but as the roof is shown 
to be one of the most expensive aspects of con-
struction, an further investigation into innovative 
roof assemblies would benefit  ADU development. 
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Appendix A | Specifications for Alley Flat 2.0
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALLEY FLAT 2.0 – EZ LOG

1. FOUNDATION
general: concrete slab foundation per engineer design: all materials, designs and procedures per 
specific architect’s plan: minimum foundation height above surrounding soil is 12” at any point.
concrete slab mix: 1:2:4 (5 bag) with 20% minimum fly ash content

slab reinforcement: steel re-bar per engineer plan

membrane: 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier under slab

fill under slab: 4” minimum crushed gravel over compacted soil/sandy loam

additional information: pressure treated sill plates at all exterior walls, sill plates 6” minimum above 
outside soil (12” nominal) no foundation termite pre-treatment

foundation: exterior beams-per sealed foundation plan: interior beams-per sealed foundation plan: slab 
to be a minimum of 4” thick w/ # 3’s per sealed foundation plan

2. EXTERIOR WALLS
construction: 58mm ez log

studs: wood grade/ species; spf standard/better; 2x4 @ 24”oc
weather barrier: tyvek or equal

sheathing: 3/8” dow super tuff-r polyisocyanurate rigid insulation or equal

siding: smooth 2’ x 4’ x 5/16” hardiepanel siding or equal lapped with 22” exposure, (install per 
manufacturers instructions)
exterior paint: acrylic latex

3. INSULATION
roof: demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation or equal

walls: 3/8” dow super tuff-r polyisocyanurate rigid insulation or equal

4. INTERIOR WALLS
partitions: 58mm ez log

5. FLOORing
all floors: sealed concrete

6. CEILING
all ceilings: ez log ¾” tongue and groove roof boards

7. ROOFING
underlayment: 30-pound asphalt impregnated felt 
roofing: galvalume standing seam or equal

flashing: galvalume

fascia: ez log fascia trim

8. CABINETS & INTERIOR DETAILS
kitchen wall and base cabinets: material; 3/4” all solid wood construction fronts; 1/2” solid wood sides 
& 3/4” solid wood shelves 
bathroom cabinet: material; 3/4” solid wood fronts; 1/2” wood sides 
cabinets finish: finish color tbd

cabinet materials and adhesives: a) meet e1 standard; or b) carb phase i standard; or c) have no added 



urea-formaldehyde

wood shelves/pantry & storage: 3/4” solid wood shelves

kitchen countertops: plastic laminate finished w/ 4” backspalsh; formaldyhdye free adhesives only. 

9. INTERIOR DOORS & TRIM
doors: ez log

trim: ez log

10. HARDWARE
door hardware: 
note: all door hardware provided by ez log except for the front door, which requires the following:
- kwik-set titan/nickel plates; lever door hardware throughout

- keyed lever and keyed deadbolt (1” min. throw) at front entry

- security viewer on front entry door

11. WINDOWS
type, make, material: see schedule

trim: full stool and apron at all sills; sheetrock returns at top and sides, see drawings

screens: bug

additional information:
- see attached window schedule

- head flashing over exposed windows

- continuous self-adhering moistop around all rough edges

12. INTERIOR FINISHES
note: all interior finishes to be low voc such that the voc content must be less than 10 g/l 
walls: zero voc woodshield interior satin varnish or equal

trim: zero voc woodshield interior satin varnish or equal 
interior doors: zero voc woodshield interior satin varnish or equal

ceiling: zero voc woodshield interior satin varnish or equal 

13. ENTRANCE AND EXTERIOR DETAILS
main entrance door: jeld-wen 6-panel steel ‘all panel’ exterior door or equal

head flashings: galvanized or aluminium; exposed doors and windows

paint: acrylic latex

exterior millwork: hardie fiber-cement trim or equal

14. GUTTERS & DOWNSPROUTS
general: aluminum gutters/downsprouts

15. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT / APPLIANCES
range: electric

range hoods: energy star

fans: energy star

dishwasher: energy star

washer/dryer: energy star

refrigerator: energy star

16. PLUMBING
kitchen sink: moen excalibur double bowl kitchen sink model: 22821 with soundshield undercoating and 



7-1/2” deep bowls, 3-holes (centered). install with badger 5, 1/2 hp, 120v/1ph, 6.9 f.l.a unit with wall 
on/off switch

bathroom sink: ikea boholmen single bowl inset sink, stainless (article # 998.972.21) with atlant waste 
strainer or equal

toilet: niagara stealth 0.8 gpf round – model: n7716 or water sense dual flush or equal

bathtub: bootz industries aloha 60” bathtub 40” lumbar support porcelain on steel standard outlet 
(model# 011-2364 rh drain, slip resistant bottom, coordinate with left/right drain location

shower: moen posi-temp valve pressure-balancing valve with 1/4 turn stops – model: 62370 (cc) with 
moen chateau series – tub/shower trim with either 1.5 gpm showerhead or omni inline flow control @ 
1.5 gpm (model a-710-vr-1.5-lf)
water supply: public

sewage disposal: public

house drain (inside):  pvc

house sewer (outside): pvc yardline and connection to public sewer.
water piping: pex or equal; insulated hot water lines throughout; no joints in slab water lines set inside 
insulation at walls and foundation pvc yardline and connection to public water suplly. plumb in stud 
walls when possible – coordinate layout

sillcocks: piping, fittings and back siphon protectors for ext. hose bibs (2x) not shown in plan

domestic water heater:  provide 40 gal rheem hybrid heat pump or equal
other: 
- service piping from utility meter at house exterior

17. HVAC
hvac system: provide ductless mini-split with inverter technology
- provide one daikin 3mxs24jvju or equal outdoor unit
- proivide three daikin ctxs07lvju or equal indoor units 
additional information: 
- provide condensate lines for indoor units per code and manufacturer’s instructions

- provide power assisted air transfer duct between living and bathroom above bathroom door switched 
to bathroom light fixture

- provide exhaust fan in bathroom with independent switch

-provide kitchen exhaust fan to the outside

18. ELECTRIC WIRING
service: underground or overhead as required

panel(s): 100amp/ circuit breaker with copper service cabling

interior wiring: copper; non-metallic cable

special outlets: dryer120/240v or 120/208v; gfi at kitchen/baths/outside; wp at outside - front and rear

doorbell: two-tone door chim at front entry

additional information: 
- smoke detectors inside and outside all bedroom doors per code

- pre-wire for telephone and tv (bedrooms kitchen & living areas)
- switched motion detecting security light at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

- electric switches at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible electric outlets at 18-inch height max. 
- white cover plates for switches and outlets

- breaker box located inside house at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

19. LIGHTING FIXTURES & FANS
quantity: total # and style of fixtures per plan or schedule below
fixtures: fixture schedule as follows:



·	 ceiling fans (living room and bedrooms): 
o harbor breeze bdb52bnk5n or equal

·	 ceiling fan light kits: 
o lkg635bnk or equal

·	 bathroom (wall mounted): 
o lightway bdfv-24-a-a-2f17-nl-p2-wsa or equal

·	 kitchen (ceiling mounted):
o sunset lighting f7185-53

notes: areas not specifically mentioned in this specification shall conform to the requirements of 
applicable city and county building codes. all light fixtures and fans to be energy star rated

20. MISCELLANEOUS
- all exterior nails, bolts, anchors, hangers, sheathing nails (including floor and roof) and nails 
penetrating p.t. limber shall be hot dipped galvanized

- 1/2” cementious backer board shall be installed behind all shower enclosures and wet area

- the general contractor and sub contractors must certify that all materials are free of added urea 
formalyhyde



SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALLEY FLAT 2.0
HEBEL 8” AAC MASONRY BLOCKS

1. FOUNDATION
general: concrete slab foundation per engineer design 
concrete slab mix: 1:2:4 (5 bag) with 20% minimum fly ash content

slab reinforcement: steel re-bar per engineer plan

membrane: 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier under slab

fill under slab: 4” minimum crushed gravel over compacted soil/sandy loam

additional information: pressure treated sill plates at all exterior walls, sill plates 6” minimum above 
outside soil (12” nominal) no foundation termite pre-treatment

foundation: exterior beams-per sealed foundation plan: interior beams-per sealed foundation plan: slab 
to be a minimum of 4” thick w/ # 3’s per sealed foundation plan

2. EXTERIOR WALLS
construction: hebel 8” aac-4 masonry blocks

vertical reinforcement: bent bar w/ min 3” grout cell drilled or notched, spacing per engineer plan

exterior finish: stucco, provided by hebel

3. INSULATION
walls: no additional insulation needed

roof: icyene classic (ld-c-50) open cell spray foam insulation or equal

bid alternate 1: demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation or equal (with 
2x10 rafters)

4. INTERIOR WALLS
partitions: 2x4 wood studs with 1/2” type x gyp board on both sides.
finish: low voc acrylic latex matte paint, color tbd

plates: all interior wall plates (sole, top, double) spf standard or better

studs: wood grade/ species; spf standard/better

size/spacing: 2x4 @ 24” oc

5. FLOORing
all floors: sealed concrete, atlas zero-voc elite-hs concrete sealer or equal.

6. CEILING
all ceilings: 1/2” painted type x drywall unless otherwise noted

7. ROOFING
underlayment: 30-pound asphalt impregnated felt 
roof sheathing: 5/8” plywood, apa rated, cdx

roofing: galvalume standing seam or equal

flashing: galvalume

additional information: hardie fiber-cement fascia or equal 
framing: 2x12 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 24” oc as per code (with the classic icynene as 
noted above)

bid alternate 1: 2x10 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 16” oc as per code (with the 



demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation as noted above)

8. CABINETS & INTERIOR DETAILS
kitchen wall and base cabinets: material; 3/4” all solid wood construction fronts; 1/2” solid wood sides 
& 3/4” solid wood shelves 
bathroom cabinet: material; 3/4” solid wood fronts; 1/2” wood sides 
cabinets finish: finish color tbd

cabinet materials and adhesives: a) meet e1 standard; or b) carb phase i standard; or c) have no added 
urea-formaldehyde

wood shelves/pantry & storage: 3/4” solid wood shelves

kitchen countertops: plastic laminate finished w/ 4” backspalsh; formaldyhdye free adhesives only. 

9. INTERIOR DOORS & TRIM
doors: see attached door schedule

door jams: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehye free mdf jambs at all doors

door trim: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf, 2”
base: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf 
additional: all passthrough doors wheelchair accessible

10. HARDWARE
door hardware: 
- kwik-set titan/nickel plates; lever door hardware throughout

- keyed lever and keyed deadbolt (1” min. throw) at front entry

- security viewer on front entry door

- keyed lever and blind deadbolt at other exterior doors

- privacy levers at bedroom/baths, passage levers, elsewhere

11. WINDOWS
type, make, material: see schedule

trim: full stool and apron at all sills, see drawings

screens: bug

additional information:
- see attached window schedule

- head flashing over exposed windows

- continuous self-adhering moistop around all rough edges

12. INTERIOR FINISHES
kitchen: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

baths: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

other walls: low voc acrylic latex matte paint, color tbd

trim: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat

interior doors: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat, interior finish 
of all exterior doors same as interior doors

additional information:
-all paint applied directly to hebel must be vapor permeable 
- all interior finishes to be low voc such that the voc content must be less than 10 g/l

13. ENTRANCE AND EXTERIOR DETAILS
main entrance door: 6-panel jeld-wen steel all panel exterior door or equal

head flashings: galvanized or aluminium; exposed doors and windows



paint: acrylic latex

exterior millwork: hardie fiber-cement trim or equal

14. GUTTERS & DOWNSPROUTS
general: ALUMINUM GUTTER AND DOWNSPOUTS

15. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT / APPLIANCES
range: electric

range hoods: energy star

fans: energy star

dishwasher: energy star

washer/dryer: energy star

refrigerator: energy star

16. PLUMBING
kitchen sink: moen excalibur double bowl kitchen sink model: 22821 with soundshield undercoating and 
7-1/2” deep bowls, 3-holes (centered). install with badger 5, 1/2 hp, 120v/1ph, 6.9 f.l.a unit with wall 
on/off switch

bathroom sink: ikea boholmen single bowl inset sink, stainless (article # 998.972.21) with atlant waste 
strainer or equal

toilet: niagara stealth 0.8 gpf round – model: n7716 or water sense dual flush or equal

bathtub: bootz industries aloha 60” bathtub 40” lumbar support porcelain on steel standard outlet 
(model# 011-2364 rh drain, slip resistant bottom, coordinate with left/right drain location

shower: moen posi-temp valve pressure-balancing valve with 1/4 turn stops – model: 62370 (cc) with 
moen chateau series – tub/shower trim with either 1.5 gpm showerhead or omni inline flow control @ 
1.5 gpm (model a-710-vr-1.5-lf)
water supply: public

sewage disposal: public

house drain (inside):  pvc

house sewer (outside): pvc yardline and connection to public sewer.
water piping: pex or equal; insulated hot water lines throughout; no joints in slab water lines set inside 
insulation at walls and foundation pvc yardline and connection to public water suplly. plumb in stud 
walls when possible – coordinate layout

sillcocks: piping, fittings and back siphon protectors for ext. hose bibs (2x) not shown in plan

domestic water heater:  provide 40 gal rheem hybrid heat pump or equal
other: service piping from utility meter at house exterior

17. HVAC
hvac system: provide ductless mini-split with inverter technology
- provide one daikin 3mxs24jvju or equal outdoor unit
- proivide three daikin ctxs07lvju or equal indoor units 
additional information: 
- provide condensate lines for indoor units per code and manufacturer’s instructions

- provide power assisted air transfer duct between bathroom and main living space above bathroom door 
switched to bathroom light fixture

- provide exhaust fan in bathroom with independent switch

-provide kitchen exhaust fan to the outside

18. ELECTRIC WIRING



service: underground or overhead as required

panel(s): 100amp/ circuit breaker with copper service cabling

interior wiring: copper; non-metallic cable

special outlets: dryer120/240v or 120/208v; gfi at kitchen/baths/outside; wp at outside - front and rear

doorbell: two-tone door chim at front entry

additional information: 
- smoke detectors inside and outside all bedroom doors per code

- pre-wire for telephone and tv (bedrooms kitchen & living areas)
- switched motion detecting security light at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

- electric switches at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible electric outlets at 18-inch height max. 
- white cover plates for switches and outlets

- breaker box located inside house at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

19. LIGHTING FIXTURES & FANS
quantity: total # and style of fixtures per plan or schedule below
fixtures: fixture schedule as follows:

·	 ceiling fans (living room and bedrooms, exposed conduit): 
o harbor breeze bdb52bnk5n or equal

·	 ceiling fan light kits: 
o lkg635bnk or equal

·	 bathroom (wall mounted): 
o lightway bdfv-24-a-a-2f17-nl-p2-wsa or equal

·	 kitchen (ceiling mounted):
o sunset lighting f7185-53

notes: areas not specifically mentioned in this specification shall conform to the requirements of 
applicable city and county building codes. all light fixtures and fans to be energy star rated

20. MISCELLANEOUS
- all exterior nails, bolts, anchors, hangers, sheathing nails (including floor and roof) and nails 
penetrating p.t. limber shall be hot dipped galvanized

- 1/2” cementious backer board shall be installed behind all shower enclosures and wet area

- the general contractor and sub contractors must certify that all materials are free of added urea 
formalyhyde



SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALLEY FLAT 2.0
HEBEL 6” AAC-6 WALL PANELS

1. FOUNDATION
general: concrete slab foundation per engineer design 
concrete slab mix: 1:2:4 (5 bag) with 20% minimum fly ash content

slab reinforcement: steel re-bar per engineer plan

membrane: 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier under slab

fill under slab: 4” minimum crushed gravel over compacted soil/sandy loam

additional information: pressure treated sill plates at all exterior walls, sill plates 6” minimum above 
outside soil (12” nominal) no foundation termite pre-treatment

foundation: exterior beams-per sealed foundation plan: interior beams-per sealed foundation plan: slab 
to be a minimum of 4” thick w/ # 3’s per sealed foundation plan

2. EXTERIOR WALLS
construction: hebel 6” aac-6 panels

vertical reinforcement: bent bar w/ min 3” grout cell drilled or notched, spacing per engineer plan

exterior finish: stucco, provided by hebel

3. INSULATION
walls: no additional insulation needed

roof: icyene classic (ld-c-50) open cell spray foam insulation or equal

bid alternate 1: demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation or equal (with 
2x10 rafters)

4. INTERIOR WALLS
partitions: 2x4 wood studs with 1/2” type x gyp board on both sides.
finish: low voc acrylic latex matte paint, color tbd

plates: all interior wall plates (sole, top, double) spf standard or better

studs: wood grade/ species; spf standard/better

size/spacing: 2x4 @ 24” oc

5. FLOORing
all floors: sealed concrete, atlas zero-voc elite-hs concrete sealer or equal.

6. CEILING
all ceilings: 1/2” painted type x drywall unless otherwise noted

7. ROOFING
underlayment: 30-pound asphalt impregnated felt 
roof sheathing: 5/8” plywood, apa rated, cdx

roofing: galvalume standing seam or equal

flashing: galvalume

additional information: hardie fiber-cement fascia or equal 
framing: 2x12 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 24” oc as per code (with the classic icynene as 
noted above)

bid alternate 1: 2x10 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 16” oc as per code (with the 



demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation as noted above)

8. CABINETS & INTERIOR DETAILS
kitchen wall and base cabinets: material; 3/4” all solid wood construction fronts; 1/2” solid wood sides 
& 3/4” solid wood shelves 
bathroom cabinet: material; 3/4” solid wood fronts; 1/2” wood sides 
cabinets finish: finish color tbd

cabinet materials and adhesives: a) meet e1 standard; or b) carb phase i standard; or c) have no added 
urea-formaldehyde

wood shelves/pantry & storage: 3/4” solid wood shelves

kitchen countertops: plastic laminate finished w/ 4” backspalsh; formaldyhdye free adhesives only. 

9. INTERIOR DOORS & TRIM
doors: see attached door schedule

door jams: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehye free mdf jambs at all doors

door trim: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf, 2”
base: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf 
additional: all passthrough doors wheelchair accessible

10. HARDWARE
door hardware: 
- kwik-set titan/nickel plates; lever door hardware throughout

- keyed lever and keyed deadbolt (1” min. throw) at front entry

- security viewer on front entry door

- keyed lever and blind deadbolt at other exterior doors

- privacy levers at bedroom/baths, passage levers, elsewhere

11. WINDOWS
type, make, material: see schedule

trim: full stool and apron at all sills, see drawings

screens: bug

additional information:
- see attached window schedule

- head flashing over exposed windows

- continuous self-adhering moistop around all rough edges

12. INTERIOR FINISHES
kitchen: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

baths: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

other walls: low voc acrylic latex matte paint, color tbd

trim: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat

interior doors: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat, interior finish 
of all exterior doors same as interior doors

additional information:
-all paint applied directly to hebel must be vapor permeable 
- all interior finishes to be low voc such that the voc content must be less than 10 g/l

13. ENTRANCE AND EXTERIOR DETAILS
main entrance door: 6-panel jeld-wen steel all panel exterior door or equal

head flashings: galvanized or aluminium; exposed doors and windows



paint: acrylic latex

exterior millwork: hardie fiber-cement trim or equal

14. GUTTERS & DOWNSPROUTS
general: ALUMINUM GUTTER AND DOWNSPOUTS

15. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT / APPLIANCES
range: electric

range hoods: energy star

fans: energy star

dishwasher: energy star

washer/dryer: energy star

refrigerator: energy star

16. PLUMBING
kitchen sink: moen excalibur double bowl kitchen sink model: 22821 with soundshield undercoating and 
7-1/2” deep bowls, 3-holes (centered). install with badger 5, 1/2 hp, 120v/1ph, 6.9 f.l.a unit with wall 
on/off switch

bathroom sink: ikea boholmen single bowl inset sink, stainless (article # 998.972.21) with atlant waste 
strainer or equal

toilet: niagara stealth 0.8 gpf round – model: n7716 or water sense dual flush or equal

bathtub: bootz industries aloha 60” bathtub 40” lumbar support porcelain on steel standard outlet 
(model# 011-2364 rh drain, slip resistant bottom, coordinate with left/right drain location

shower: moen posi-temp valve pressure-balancing valve with 1/4 turn stops – model: 62370 (cc) with 
moen chateau series – tub/shower trim with either 1.5 gpm showerhead or omni inline flow control @ 
1.5 gpm (model a-710-vr-1.5-lf)
water supply: public

sewage disposal: public

house drain (inside):  pvc

house sewer (outside): pvc yardline and connection to public sewer.
water piping: pex or equal; insulated hot water lines throughout; no joints in slab water lines set inside 
insulation at walls and foundation pvc yardline and connection to public water suplly. plumb in stud 
walls when possible – coordinate layout

sillcocks: piping, fittings and back siphon protectors for ext. hose bibs (2x) not shown in plan

domestic water heater:  provide 40 gal rheem hybrid heat pump or equal
other: service piping from utility meter at house exterior

17. HVAC
hvac system: provide ductless mini-split with inverter technology
- provide one daikin 3mxs24jvju or equal outdoor unit
- proivide three daikin ctxs07lvju or equal indoor units 
additional information: 
- provide condensate lines for indoor units per code and manufacturer’s instructions

- provide power assisted air transfer duct between bathroom and main living space above bathroom door 
switched to bathroom light fixture

- provide exhaust fan in bathroom with independent switch

-provide kitchen exhaust fan to the outside

18. ELECTRIC WIRING



service: underground or overhead as required

panel(s): 100amp/ circuit breaker with copper service cabling

interior wiring: copper; non-metallic cable

special outlets: dryer120/240v or 120/208v; gfi at kitchen/baths/outside; wp at outside - front and rear

doorbell: two-tone door chim at front entry

additional information: 
- smoke detectors inside and outside all bedroom doors per code

- pre-wire for telephone and tv (bedrooms kitchen & living areas)
- switched motion detecting security light at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

- electric switches at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible electric outlets at 18-inch height max. 
- white cover plates for switches and outlets

- breaker box located inside house at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

19. LIGHTING FIXTURES & FANS
quantity: total # and style of fixtures per plan or schedule below
fixtures: fixture schedule as follows:

·	 ceiling fans (living room and bedrooms, exposed conduit): 
o harbor breeze bdb52bnk5n or equal

·	 ceiling fan light kits: 
o lkg635bnk or equal

·	 bathroom (wall mounted): 
o lightway bdfv-24-a-a-2f17-nl-p2-wsa or equal

·	 kitchen (ceiling mounted):
o sunset lighting f7185-53

notes: areas not specifically mentioned in this specification shall conform to the requirements of 
applicable city and county building codes. all light fixtures and fans to be energy star rated

20. MISCELLANEOUS
- all exterior nails, bolts, anchors, hangers, sheathing nails (including floor and roof) and nails 
penetrating p.t. limber shall be hot dipped galvanized

- 1/2” cementious backer board shall be installed behind all shower enclosures and wet area

- the general contractor and sub contractors must certify that all materials are free of added urea 
formalyhyde



SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALLEY FLAT 2.0 – STEKO

1. FOUNDATION
general: concrete slab foundation per engineer design: all materials, designs and procedures per 
specific architect’s plan: minimum foundation height above surrounding soil is 12” at any point.
concrete slab mix: 1:2:4 (5 bag) with 20% minimum fly ash content

slab reinforcement: steel re-bar per engineer plan

membrane: 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier under slab

fill under slab: 4” minimum crushed gravel over compacted soil/sandy loam

additional information: pressure treated sill plates at all exterior walls, sill plates 6” minimum above 
outside soil (12” nominal) no foundation termite pre-treatment

foundation: exterior beams-per sealed foundation plan: interior beams-per sealed foundation plan: slab 
to be a minimum of 4” thick w/ # 3’s per sealed foundation plan

2. EXTERIOR WALLS
construction: steko kit

weather barrier: tyvek or equal

siding: smooth 2’ x 4’ x 5/16” hardiepanel siding or equal lapped with 22” exposure, (install per 
manufacturers instructions)
exterior paint: acrylic latex

3. INSULATION
walls: insulation shall be installed per energy star grade 1 standards and shall be unfaced 
formaldyhdye free batts as indicated on drawing

roof: demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation or equal

4. INTERIOR WALLS
partitions: steko

5. FLOORing
all floors: sealed concrete

6. CEILING
all ceilings: 1/2” painted gypsum board unless otherwise noted

7. ROOFING
underlayment: 30-pound asphalt impregnated felt 
roofing: galvalume standing seam or equal

flashing: galvalume

8. CABINETS & INTERIOR DETAILS
kitchen wall and base cabinets: material; 3/4” all solid wood construction fronts; 1/2” solid wood sides 
& 3/4” solid wood shelves 
bathroom cabinet: material; 3/4” solid wood fronts; 1/2” wood sides 
cabinets finish: finish color tbd

cabinet materials and adhesives: a) meet e1 standard; or b) carb phase i standard; or c) have no added 
urea-formaldehyde

wood shelves/pantry & storage: 3/4” solid wood shelves



kitchen countertops: plastic laminate finished w/ 4” backspalsh; formaldyhdye free adhesives only. 

9. INTERIOR DOORS & TRIM
doors: see attached door schedule

door jams: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehye free mdf jambs at all doors

door trim: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf, 2”
base: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf 
additional: all passthrough doors wheelchair accessible

10. HARDWARE
door hardware: 
- kwik-set titan/nickel plates; lever door hardware throughout

- keyed lever and keyed deadbolt (1” min. throw) at front entry

- security viewer on front entry door

- keyed lever and blind deadbolt at other exterior doors

- privacy levers at bedroom/baths, passage levers, elsewhere

11. WINDOWS
type, make, material: see schedule

trim: full stool and apron at all sills; sheetrock returns at top and sides, see drawings

screens: bug

additional information:
- see attached window schedule

- head flashing over exposed windows

- continuous self-adhering moistop around all rough edges

12. INTERIOR FINISHES
kitchen: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

baths: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

other walls: low voc acrylic latex matte paint, color tbd

trim: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat

interior doors: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat, interior finish 
of all exterior doors same as interior doors

additional information:
- all interior finishes to be low voc such that the voc content must be less than 10 g/l

13. ENTRANCE AND EXTERIOR DETAILS
main entrance door: jeld-wen 6-panel steel ‘all panel’ exterior door or equal

head flashings: galvanized or aluminium; exposed doors and windows

paint: acrylic latex

exterior millwork: hardie fiber-cement trim or equal

14. GUTTERS & DOWNSPROUTS
general: aluminum gutters/downsprouts

15. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT / APPLIANCES
range: electric

range hoods: energy star

fans: energy star

dishwasher: energy star



washer/dryer: energy star

refrigerator: energy star

16. PLUMBING
kitchen sink: moen excalibur double bowl kitchen sink model: 22821 with soundshield undercoating and 
7-1/2” deep bowls, 3-holes (centered). install with badger 5, 1/2 hp, 120v/1ph, 6.9 f.l.a unit with wall 
on/off switch

bathroom sink: ikea boholmen single bowl inset sink, stainless (article # 998.972.21) with atlant waste 
strainer or equal

toilet: niagara stealth 0.8 gpf round – model: n7716 or water sense dual flush or equal

bathtub: bootz industries aloha 60” bathtub 40” lumbar support porcelain on steel standard outlet 
(model# 011-2364 rh drain, slip resistant bottom, coordinate with left/right drain location

shower: moen posi-temp valve pressure-balancing valve with 1/4 turn stops – model: 62370 (cc) with 
moen chateau series – tub/shower trim with either 1.5 gpm showerhead or omni inline flow control @ 
1.5 gpm (model a-710-vr-1.5-lf)
water supply: public

sewage disposal: public

house drain (inside):  pvc

house sewer (outside): pvc yardline and connection to public sewer.
water piping: pex or equal; insulated hot water lines throughout; no joints in slab water lines set inside 
insulation at walls and foundation pvc yardline and connection to public water suplly. plumb in stud 
walls when possible – coordinate layout

sillcocks: piping, fittings and back siphon protectors for ext. hose bibs (2x) not shown in plan

domestic water heater:  provide 40 gal rheem hybrid heat pump or equal
other: 
- service piping from utility meter at house exterior

17. HVAC
hvac system: provide ductless mini-split with inverter technology
- provide one daikin 3mxs24jvju or equal outdoor unit
- proivide three daikin ctxs07lvju or equal indoor units 
additional information: 
- provide condensate lines for indoor units per code and manufacturer’s instructions

- provide power assisted air transfer duct between living and bathroom above bathroom door switched 
to bathroom light fixture

- provide exhaust fan in bathroom with independent switch

-provide kitchen exhaust fan to the outside

18. ELECTRIC WIRING
service: underground or overhead as required

panel(s): 100amp/ circuit breaker with copper service cabling

interior wiring: copper; non-metallic cable

special outlets: dryer120/240v or 120/208v; gfi at kitchen/baths/outside; wp at outside - front and rear

doorbell: two-tone door chim at front entry

additional information: 
- smoke detectors inside and outside all bedroom doors per code

- pre-wire for telephone and tv (bedrooms kitchen & living areas)
- switched motion detecting security light at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

- electric switches at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible electric outlets at 18-inch height max. 
- white cover plates for switches and outlets



- breaker box located inside house at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

19. LIGHTING FIXTURES & FANS
quantity: total # and style of fixtures per plan or schedule below
fixtures: fixture schedule as follows:

·	 ceiling fans (living room and bedrooms): 
o harbor breeze bdb52bnk5n or equal

·	 ceiling fan light kits: 
o lkg635bnk or equal

·	 bathroom (wall mounted): 
o lightway bdfv-24-a-a-2f17-nl-p2-wsa or equal

·	 kitchen (ceiling mounted):
o sunset lighting f7185-53

notes: areas not specifically mentioned in this specification shall conform to the requirements of 
applicable city and county building codes. all light fixtures and fans to be energy star rated

20. MISCELLANEOUS
- all exterior nails, bolts, anchors, hangers, sheathing nails (including floor and roof) and nails 
penetrating p.t. limber shall be hot dipped galvanized

- 1/2” cementious backer board shall be installed behind all shower enclosures and wet area

- the general contractor and sub contractors must certify that all materials are free of added urea 
formalyhyde



SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALLEY FLAT 2.0
CONVENTIONAL STICK FRAME CONSTRUCTION

1. FOUNDATION
general: concrete slab foundation per engineer design 
concrete slab mix: 1:2:4 (5 bag) with 20% minimum fly ash content

slab reinforcement: steel re-bar per engineer plan

membrane: 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier under slab

fill under slab: 4” minimum crushed gravel over compacted soil/sandy loam

additional information: pressure treated sill plates at all exterior walls, sill plates 6” minimum above 
outside soil (12” nominal): no foundation termite pre-treatment

foundation: exterior beams-per sealed foundation plan: interior beams-per sealed foundation plan: slab 
to be a minimum of 4” thick w/ # 3’s per sealed foundation plan

2. EXTERIOR WALLS
studs: wood grade/ species; spf no. 2 or better

sheathing: 1” zipp r-sheathing or equal

siding: smooth 2’ x 4’ x 5/16” hardiepanel siding or equal lapped with 22” exposure, (install per 
manufacturers instructions)
additional information: exterior wall shall be 2x4 stud wall w/ 1” zipp r-sheathing or equal (install per 
manufacturers instructions – tape all joints with zip tape as per manufacturer’s instructions)

3. INSULATION
walls: insulation shall be installed per energy star grade 1 standards and shall be unfaced 
formaldyhdye free batts as indicated on drawing

foundation: n/a
roof: icyene classic (ld-c-50) open cell spray foam insulation or equal

bid alternate 1: demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation or equal (with 
2x10 rafters)

additional information: 
- all interior walls and ceilings bid as gypsum board – 1/2” gypsum board on walls and ceilings.
- light orange peel texture bid for all areas. contractor to provide texture samples for owner approval 
prior to commencing of gysum board work

4. INTERIOR WALLS
partitions: 2x4 wood studs with 1/2” gyp board on both sides.
plates: all interior wall plates (sole, top, double) spf no. 2 or better

studs: wood grade/ species; spf standard/better

size/spacing: 2x4 @ 24” oc; set to align with any roof/ceiling rafters/joists.

5. FLOORing
all floors: sealed concrete, atlas zero-voc elite-hs concrete sealer or equal.

6. CEILING
all ceilings: 1/2” painted gypsum board unless otherwise noted

7. ROOFING
underlayment: 30-pound asphalt impregnated felt

roofing: galvalume standing seam or equal



flashing: galvalume

additional information: hardie fiber-cement facia or equal

framing: 2x12 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 24” oc as per code (with the classic icynene as 
noted above)

bid alternate 1: 2x10 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 16” oc as per code (with the 
demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation as noted above)

8. CABINETS & INTERIOR DETAILS
kitchen wall and base cabinets: material; 3/4” all solid wood construction fronts; 1/2” solid wood sides 
& 3/4” solid wood shelves 
bathroom cabinet: material; 3/4” solid wood fronts; 1/2” wood sides 
cabinets finish: finish color tbd

cabinet materials and adhesives: a) meet e1 standard; or b) carb phase i standard; or c) have no added 
urea-formaldehyde

wood shelves/pantry & storage: 3/4” solid wood shelves

kitchen countertops: plastic laminate finished w/ 4” backspalsh; formaldyhdye free adhesives only. 

9. INTERIOR DOORS & TRIM
doors: see attached door schedule

door jams: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehye free mdf jambs at all doors

door trim: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf, 2”
base: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf 
additional: all passthrough doors wheelchair accessible

10. HARDWARE
door hardware: 
- kwik-set titan/nickel plates; lever door hardware throughout

- keyed lever and keyed deadbolt (1” min. throw) at front entry

- security viewer on front entry door

- keyed lever and blind deadbolt at other exterior doors

- privacy levers at bedroom/baths, passage levers, elsewhere

11. WINDOWS
type, make, material: see schedule

trim: full stool and apron at all sills; sheetrock returns at top and sides, see drawings

screens: bug

additional information:
- see attached window schedule

- head flashing over exposed windows

- continuous self-adhering moistop around all rough edges

12. INTERIOR FINISHES
kitchen: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

baths: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

other walls: low voc acrylic latex matte paint, color tbd

trim: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat

interior doors: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat, interior finish 
of all exterior doors same as interior doors

additional information:
- all interior finishes to be low voc such that the voc content must be less than 10 g/l



13. ENTRANCE AND EXTERIOR DETAILS
main entrance door: 6-panel jeld-wen steel all panel exterior door or equal

head flashings: galvanized or aluminium; exposed doors and windows

paint: acrylic latex

exterior millwork: hardie fiber-cement trim or equal

14. GUTTERS & DOWNSPROUTS
general: gutters/downsprouts, or gables at front of the house and all exterior doors

15. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT / APPLIANCES
range: electric

range hoods: energy star

fans: energy star

dishwasher: energy star

washer/dryer: energy star

refrigerator: energy star

16. PLUMBING
kitchen sink: moen excalibur double bowl kitchen sink model: 22821 with soundshield undercoating and 
7-1/2” deep bowls, 3-holes (centered). install with badger 5, 1/2 hp, 120v/1ph, 6.9 f.l.a unit with wall 
on/off switch

bathroom sink: ikea boholmen single bowl inset sink, stainless (article # 998.972.21) with atlant waste 
strainer or equal

toilet: niagara stealth 0.8 gpf round – model: n7716 or water sense dual flush or equal

bathtub: bootz industries aloha 60” bathtub 40” lumbar support porcelain on steel standard outlet 
(model# 011-2364 rh drain, slip resistant bottom, coordinate with left/right drain location

shower: moen posi-temp valve pressure-balancing valve with 1/4 turn stops – model: 62370 (cc) with 
moen chateau series – tub/shower trim with either 1.5 gpm showerhead or omni inline flow control @ 
1.5 gpm (model a-710-vr-1.5-lf)
water supply: public

sewage disposal: public

house drain (inside):  pvc

house sewer (outside): pvc yardline and connection to public sewer.
water piping: copper; insulated hot water lines throughout; no joints in slab water lines set inside 
insulation at walls and foundation pvc yardline and connection to public water suplly. plumb in stud 
walls when possible – coordinate layout

sillcocks: piping, fittings and back siphon protectors for ext. hose bibs (2x) not shown in plan

domestic water heater:  provide 40 gal rheem hybrid heat pump or equal
other: 
- service piping from utility meter at house exterior

17. HVAC
hvac system: provide ductless mini-split with inverter technology
- provide one daikin 3mxs24jvju or equal outdoor unit
- proivide three daikin ctxs07lvju or equal indoor units 
additional information: 
- provide condensate lines for indoor units per code and manufacturer’s instructions

- provide power assisted air transfer duct between bathroom and main living space above bathroom door 
switched to bathroom light fixture



- provide exhaust fan in bathroom with independent switch

-provide kitchen exhaust fan to the outside

18. ELECTRIC WIRING
service: underground or overhead as required

panel(s): 100amp/ circuit breaker with copper service cabling

interior wiring: copper; non-metallic cable

special outlets: dryer120/240v or 120/208v; gfi at kitchen/baths/outside; wp at outside - front and rear

doorbell: two-tone door chime at front entry

additional information: 
- smoke detectors inside and outside all bedroom doors per code

- pre-wire for telephone and tv (bedrooms kitchen & living areas)
- switched motion detecting security light at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

- electric switches at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible electric outlets at 18-inch height max. 
- white cover plates for switches and outlets

- breaker box located inside house at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

19. LIGHTING FIXTURES & FANS
quantity: total # and style of fixtures per plan or schedule below
fixtures: fixture schedule as follows:

·	 ceiling fans (living room and bedrooms): 
o harbor breeze bdb52bnk5n or equal

·	 ceiling fan light kits: 
o lkg635bnk or equal

·	 bathroom (wall mounted): 
o lightway bdfv-24-a-a-2f17-nl-p2-wsa or equal

·	 kitchen (ceiling mounted):
o sunset lighting f7185-53

notes: areas not specifically mentioned in this specification shall conform to the requirements of 
applicable city and county building codes. all light fixtures and fans to be energy star rated

20. MISCELLANEOUS
- all exterior nails, bolts, anchors, hangers, sheathing nails (including floor and roof) and nails 
penetrating p.t. limber shall be hot dipped galvanized

- 1/2” cementious backer board shall be installed behind all shower enclosures and wet area

- the general contractor and sub contractors must certify that all materials are free of added urea 
formalyhyde



SPECIFICATIONS FOR ALLEY FLAT 2.0 - MODULAR

1. FOUNDATION
general: concrete slab foundation per engineer design 
concrete slab mix: 1:2:4 (5 bag) with 20% minimum fly ash content

slab reinforcement: steel re-bar per engineer plan

membrane: 6 mil polyethylene vapor barrier under slab

fill under slab: 4” minimum crushed gravel over compacted soil/sandy loam

additional information: pressure treated sill plates at all exterior walls, sill plates 6” minimum above 
outside soil (12” nominal): no foundation termite pre-treatment

foundation: exterior beams-per sealed foundation plan: interior beams-per sealed foundation plan: slab 
to be a minimum of 4” thick w/ # 3’s per sealed foundation plan

2. EXTERIOR WALLS
studs: wood grade/ species; spf no. 2 or better

sheathing: 1” zipp r-sheathing or equal

siding: smooth 2’ x 4’ x 5/16” hardiepanel siding or equal lapped with 22” exposure, (install per 
manufacturers instructions)
additional information: exterior wall shall be 2x4 stud wall w/ 1” zipp r-sheathing or equal (install per 
manufacturers instructions – tape all joints with zip tape as per manufacturer’s instructions)

3. INSULATION
walls: insulation shall be installed per energy star grade 1 standards and shall be unfaced 
formaldyhdye free batts as indicated on drawing

foundation: n/a
roof: icyene classic (ld-c-50) open cell spray foam insulation or equal

bid alternate 1: demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation or equal (with 
2x10 rafters)

additional information: 
- all interior walls and ceilings bid as gypsum board – 1/2” gypsum board on walls and ceilings.
- light orange peel texture bid for all areas. contractor to provide texture samples for owner approval 
prior to commencing of gysum board work

4. INTERIOR WALLS
partitions: 2x4 wood studs with 1/2” gyp board on both sides.
plates: all interior wall plates (sole, top, double) spf no. 2 or better

studs: wood grade/ species; spf standard/better

size/spacing: 2x4 @ 24” oc; set to align with any roof/ceiling rafters/joists.

5. FLOORing
all floors: sealed concrete, atlas zero-voc elite-hs concrete sealer or equal.

6. CEILING
all ceilings: 1/2” painted gypsum board unless otherwise noted

7. ROOFING
underlayment: 30-pound asphalt impregnated felt

roofing: galvalume standing seam or equal



flashing: galvalume

additional information: hardie fiber-cement facia or equal

framing: 2x12 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 24” oc as per code (with the classic icynene as 
noted above)

bid alternate 1: 2x10 southern yellow pine no. 2 or equal @ 16” oc as per code (with the 
demilec sealection agribalance open cell spray foam insulation as noted above)

8. CABINETS & INTERIOR DETAILS
kitchen wall and base cabinets: material; 3/4” all solid wood construction fronts; 1/2” solid wood sides 
& 3/4” solid wood shelves 
bathroom cabinet: material; 3/4” solid wood fronts; 1/2” wood sides 
cabinets finish: finish color tbd

cabinet materials and adhesives: a) meet e1 standard; or b) carb phase i standard; or c) have no added 
urea-formaldehyde

wood shelves/pantry & storage: 3/4” solid wood shelves

kitchen countertops: plastic laminate finished w/ 4” backspalsh; formaldyhdye free adhesives only. 

9. INTERIOR DOORS & TRIM
doors: see attached door schedule

door jams: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehye free mdf jambs at all doors

door trim: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf, 2”
base: paint grade fj white pine or formaldehyde free mdf 
additional: all passthrough doors wheelchair accessible

10. HARDWARE
door hardware: 
- kwik-set titan/nickel plates; lever door hardware throughout

- keyed lever and keyed deadbolt (1” min. throw) at front entry

- security viewer on front entry door

- keyed lever and blind deadbolt at other exterior doors

- privacy levers at bedroom/baths, passage levers, elsewhere

11. WINDOWS
type, make, material: see schedule

trim: full stool and apron at all sills; sheetrock returns at top and sides, see drawings

screens: bug

additional information:
- see attached window schedule

- head flashing over exposed windows

- continuous self-adhering moistop around all rough edges

12. INTERIOR FINISHES
kitchen: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

baths: low voc acrylic latex satin paint, color tbd

other walls: low voc acrylic latex matte paint, color tbd

trim: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat

interior doors: low voc acrylic latex. semi gl paint color tbd; over primer or undercoat, interior finish 
of all exterior doors same as interior doors

additional information:
- all interior finishes to be low voc such that the voc content must be less than 10 g/l



13. ENTRANCE AND EXTERIOR DETAILS
main entrance door: 6-panel jeld-wen steel all panel exterior door or equal

head flashings: galvanized or aluminium; exposed doors and windows

paint: acrylic latex

exterior millwork: hardie fiber-cement trim or equal

14. GUTTERS & DOWNSPROUTS
general: gutters/downsprouts, or gables at front of the house and all exterior doors

15. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT / APPLIANCES
range: electric

range hoods: energy star

fans: energy star

dishwasher: energy star

washer/dryer: energy star

refrigerator: energy star

16. PLUMBING
kitchen sink: moen excalibur double bowl kitchen sink model: 22821 with soundshield undercoating and 
7-1/2” deep bowls, 3-holes (centered). install with badger 5, 1/2 hp, 120v/1ph, 6.9 f.l.a unit with wall 
on/off switch

bathroom sink: ikea boholmen single bowl inset sink, stainless (article # 998.972.21) with atlant waste 
strainer or equal

toilet: niagara stealth 0.8 gpf round – model: n7716 or water sense dual flush or equal

bathtub: bootz industries aloha 60” bathtub 40” lumbar support porcelain on steel standard outlet 
(model# 011-2364 rh drain, slip resistant bottom, coordinate with left/right drain location

shower: moen posi-temp valve pressure-balancing valve with 1/4 turn stops – model: 62370 (cc) with 
moen chateau series – tub/shower trim with either 1.5 gpm showerhead or omni inline flow control @ 
1.5 gpm (model a-710-vr-1.5-lf)
water supply: public

sewage disposal: public

house drain (inside):  pvc

house sewer (outside): pvc yardline and connection to public sewer.
water piping: copper; insulated hot water lines throughout; no joints in slab water lines set inside 
insulation at walls and foundation pvc yardline and connection to public water suplly. plumb in stud 
walls when possible – coordinate layout

sillcocks: piping, fittings and back siphon protectors for ext. hose bibs (2x) not shown in plan

domestic water heater:  provide 40 gal rheem hybrid heat pump or equal
other: 
- service piping from utility meter at house exterior

17. HVAC
hvac system: provide ductless mini-split with inverter technology
- provide one daikin 3mxs24jvju or equal outdoor unit
- proivide three daikin ctxs07lvju or equal indoor units 
additional information: 
- provide condensate lines for indoor units per code and manufacturer’s instructions

- provide power assisted air transfer duct between bathroom and main living space above bathroom door 
switched to bathroom light fixture



- provide exhaust fan in bathroom with independent switch

-provide kitchen exhaust fan to the outside

18. ELECTRIC WIRING
service: underground or overhead as required

panel(s): 100amp/ circuit breaker with copper service cabling

interior wiring: copper; non-metallic cable

special outlets: dryer120/240v or 120/208v; gfi at kitchen/baths/outside; wp at outside - front and rear

doorbell: two-tone door chime at front entry

additional information: 
- smoke detectors inside and outside all bedroom doors per code

- pre-wire for telephone and tv (bedrooms kitchen & living areas)
- switched motion detecting security light at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

- electric switches at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible electric outlets at 18-inch height max. 
- white cover plates for switches and outlets

- breaker box located inside house at 42-inch height max. wheelchair accessible

19. LIGHTING FIXTURES & FANS
quantity: total # and style of fixtures per plan or schedule below
fixtures: fixture schedule as follows:

·	 ceiling fans (living room and bedrooms): 
o harbor breeze bdb52bnk5n or equal

·	 ceiling fan light kits: 
o lkg635bnk or equal

·	 bathroom (wall mounted): 
o lightway bdfv-24-a-a-2f17-nl-p2-wsa or equal

·	 kitchen (ceiling mounted):
o sunset lighting f7185-53

notes: areas not specifically mentioned in this specification shall conform to the requirements of 
applicable city and county building codes. all light fixtures and fans to be energy star rated

20. MISCELLANEOUS
- all exterior nails, bolts, anchors, hangers, sheathing nails (including floor and roof) and nails 
penetrating p.t. limber shall be hot dipped galvanized

- 1/2” cementious backer board shall be installed behind all shower enclosures and wet area

- the general contractor and sub contractors must certify that all materials are free of added urea 
formalyhyde



Appendix B | Design Drawings for Alley Flat 2.0

 EZ Log A100-A200   
 Hebel Block A100-A200 
 Hebel Panel A100-A200
 Light-Frame Wood A100-A200



















Appendix C | AF2.0 SOVs Spreadsheet



AF2.O SOVs Comparison Stick frame EZ Log Hebel Block Hebel Panel Steko

1.0 Plans and Permits $375.00 $375.00 $375.00 $375.00 $375.00
1.4 Inspection Fees $900.00 $900.00 $900.00 $900.00 $900.00
2.2 Temporary Toilet $450.00 $450.00 $450.00 $450.00 $450.00
2.2 Waste Mgmt. $1,450.00 $900.00 $1,450.00 $1,450.00 $900.00
2.3 Job Site clean $500.00 $400.00 $500.00 $500.00 $400.00
4.0 Concrete $7,500.00 $7,900.00 $7,900.00 $7,900.00 $7,900.00
6.1 Framing Labor $8,000.00 $7,200.00 $6,500.00 $6,500.00 $6,500.00
6.2 Framing Materials $9,100.00 $2,800.00 $4,900.00 $4,900.00 $4,500.00
8.0 Windows $2,600.00 $2,600.00 $2,600.00 $2,600.00 $2,600.00
9.1 Exterior Doors $400.00 $400.00 $400.00 $400.00 $400.00
9.3 Interior Doors 450.00         -               450.00         $450.00 $450.00
11.0 Roofing $3,900.00 $3,900.00 $3,900.00 $3,900.00 $3,900.00
11.1 Gutters $480.00 $480.00 $480.00 $480.00 $480.00
12.0 Painting $4,100.00 $4,100.00 $3,500.00 $3,500.00 $3,500.00
14.0 Plumbing $5,900.00 $5,900.00 $5,900.00 $5,900.00 $5,900.00
14.1 Plumbing Fixtures $1,400.00 $1,400.00 $1,400.00 $1,400.00 $1,400.00
15.0 HVAC $6,300.00 $6,300.00 $6,300.00 $6,300.00 $6,300.00
16.0 Electrical & Lighting $5,100.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00 $6,000.00
16.2 Light Fixtures $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $1,000.00
17.0 Insulation $4,100.00 $3,500.00 $2,050.00 $2,050.00 $4,100.00
18.0 Drywall $3,500.00 -               $2,800.00 $2,800.00 -               
19.0 Interior Trim (material+labor) $650.00
19.1 Interior Trim Labor $750.00 -               $700.00 $700.00 $700.00
19.2 Interior Trim Material $520.00 -               $520.00 $520.00 $520.00
20.0 Cabinets & Millwork $4,000.00 $4,000.00 $4,000.00 $4,000.00 $4,000.00
20.1 Appliances $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00 $2,500.00
21.0 Tile $900.00 $900.00 $900.00 $900.00 $900.00
22.0 Countertops $750.00 $750.00 $750.00 $750.00 $750.00
23.3 Decorative Concrete $2,300.00 $2,300.00 $2,300.00 $2,300.00 $2,300.00
24.0 Glass and Mirror $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00
25.1 Finish Hardware Install $150.00 $100.00 $150.00 $150.00 $100.00
25.2 Finish Hardware Mater... $350.00 $100.00 $350.00 $350.00 $100.00
27.0 Punch Out $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00
28.2 Make Ready Clean $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 $300.00

Total Estimated Direct Costs $80,425.00 $68,505.00 $72,625.00 $72,625.00 $70,525.00
Mark Up $18,497.75 $15,756.15 $16,703.75 $16,703.75 $16,220.75

30 Building System/Kit -               $24,900.00 $21,289.40 $23,713.80 $14,900.00

Subtotal $98,922.75 $109,161.15 $110,618.15 $113,042.55 $101,645.75
Bid Alternate credit $600.00 -               $650.00 $650.00 $650.00

Total  $98,322.75 $109,161.15 $109,968.15 $112,392.55 $100,995.75


